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The author of this book has done what no other writer wants to hear: These stories
make people fall asleep. Publisher Weekly Five stars highly recommended by millions
of insomnia and anxious people around the world and Amazon readers! Do you
remember the feeling of falling asleep contentedly when you were a child, listening to
bedside stories? Why are there no bedside stories to listen to when I grow up? Seeing
that many people around him suffer from insomnia, and the author who has taught yoga
and mindfulness meditation for many years, he thought of the idea of recording bedside
stories for adults.
The Swedish way of Lagom - Just Enough If you are eager to live a simpler, less
wasteful, more content and happier way of life, then the Swedish concept of Lagom
might be what you have been looking for. Lagom is a lifestyle that promotes a simpler,
more organized and less wasteful approach to existence that values simplicity and
happiness above the constant consumerism that we are constantly told will make us
more content. This book is a practical guide to lagom. It covers many aspects of life and
provides easy tips and steps that will allow you to introduce lagom into your daily
routine. Learn about different, practical ways to create a lagom lifestyle including:
Following a more sustainable lifestyle Adopting lagom practices with your finances
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Choosing the middle path for different areas of your life How to lagom inside the home
Create a healthier, more balanced way of life Striking the lagom balance between your
work and your life And much more... If you are looking for a clear, detailed explanation
of lagom and the benefits it can bring you today, then this book is for you. Start leading
a more balanced and content life today. Scroll to the top of the page and hit Buy Now!
Introduction to the Swedish Lagom Lifestyle. The Swedish Art of Balanced Living.
Share Like a Viking! Do You Want To Discover The Secrets Of The Swedish Lagom
And Find Your Inner Peace? Step Into A Happier Life Using The Ancient Art Of
Swedish Lagom! With Recipes And A 15-Day Lagom Challenge! Are You? Feeling
Stressed Everyday? Want To Improve Your Wellbeing? Know That Your Relationships
Could Be Deeper? Discover Healthy Habits? Connect More With Your Partners? You
Will Learn The Following: The Origin Of The Lagom Lifestyle How To Start, Right Now!
Following And Finding The Lagom Mindset Implementing Lagom At Home And Work
Lagom Minimalism And The Seasons And Much Much More! Whether you want to
learn more about the Lagom way of life or you want more peace in your daily
experience, finding deeper connections with loved ones and feeling more purpose. This
book is for you. So don't delay it any longer. Take This Opportunity By Buying Swedish
Lagom. Share Like A Viking Now! Don't Delay And Scroll Up To Buy With 1 Click
A little book on the Swedish tradition of fika--the twice-daily coffee break--including
facts, quotes, tips, and 20 sweet and savory recipes. While the Danish concept of
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hygge as caught on around the globe, so has lagom--its Swedish counterpart. An
essential part of the lagom lifestyle, fika is the simple art of taking a break--sometimes
twice a day--to enjoy a warm beverage and sweet treat with friends. This delightful gift
book offers an introduction to the tradition along with recipes to help you establish your
own fika practice.
After you've cultivated the coziness of the Danes (hygge) and achieved the Swedish
way of moderation (lagom), then what's next? How about developing your Sisu--an
"untranslatable" Finnish term referring to a mixture of courage, resilience, grit, tenacity,
and perseverance. It's a trait that has shaped not just the fate of a nation but continues
to be a guiding principle for how Finns live their daily lives. Now it can offer lessons to
us all, helping us to: discover our inner strength resolve conflicts at work and home
raise kind and resilient children achieve our fitness goals fight for what we believe in
And much more!
Early-morning rituals for contentment, clarity and purpose. In this inspirational guide,
Linnea Dunne, bestselling author of Lagom: The Swedish Art of Balanced Living, shows
how building a life-affirming ritual into your morning routine is an act of self-care that
can benefit both your physical and mental health, enhance your productivity and
positively influence your day. Whether it's a dedicated yoga practice at sunrise,
mindfulness meditation just after waking, journalling while you sip your morning coffee,
or listening to birdsong in the back garden before you tackle your daily commute, a
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morning ritual can enhance your health and wellbeing, and bring increased
contentment, clarity and purpose to your day. With countless ideas for nourishing
morning practices and invaluable advice on how to create a morning ritual that is
unique to you and takes your individual needs, circumstances and time constraints into
account, this book will help you to make the most of the peace and promise of the first
moments of every day.
Are you tired of working all of the time and feeling that you have no work and life
balance; simply because you have to pay for all those items, you bought in the past,
and now mean nothing to you? Are you feeling empty and like things just aren't making
you feel happy, the way that you should? Does minimalism sound like a good way to
make yourself feel good, and to make life easier, but you aren't ready to throw all of
your stuff out and live on nothing? If this sounds like you, then the process of lagom
may be the answer that you are looking for. Lagom is a Swedish idea of "just enough."
You learn how to live your life with not too little, but not too much either. This is the key
to true success and happiness, and we are going to explore exactly how to make this
happen in this guidebook. Here's just a fraction of what you'll discover: What is lagom,
and why is it important? Some of the benefits that come with using lagom How to
implement lagom into your home and your work life Can you add lagom to your holiday
celebration? Adding lagom into your parenting style, into your relationship with others,
and even into romantic relationships How lagom can help you to eat right, get enough
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activity, and feel happier Ways that you can use lagom to help you save money and
work on improving your finances And much, much more There are so many things that
lagom will be able to help you to do. In addition, the list can go on and on. When you
learn how to live with just enough, rather than trying to live in excess and worrying
about how much debt you are in or how much you have to work all of the time, you can
live a life that is much happier. So if you want to learn more about Lagom, then scroll up
and click "add to cart".
Chokladbollar are Swedish chocolate balls. Let Alaine introduce you to her favorite
snack through a collection of 30 alternately naughty, healthy and exotic - but always
delicious - recipes. Alaine's a global soul and chokladbollar, a constant in her nomadic
lifestyle, reflect her culturally diverse upbringing. A recent convert to the Swedish art of
fika, Alaine is keen to share the virtues of taking time out of our busy schedules to sit
down with friends or on your own with a steaming cup of hot coffee and a chokladboll.
Fika's about taking the time to reflect on our manic lives and to remember what's
important to us. Chokladbollar are the perfect accompaniment to this and are an ideal
gift for an old friend, a dinner party dessert or fun activity to create with the kids.
Alaine's book is written in a fun and accessible manner, making it a great pick me up
after a long day at the office or a tempting treat for all ages. She has fleshed out the
recipes with an investigation of fika culture in contemporary Sweden, complete with city
guides and a tour of some of the coolest new coffee bars in town. Scandinavian
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design's one of the hottest out there right now - this book distills some of that in the art
of making these simple yet profound treats.
????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????????…… ??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????????????…… ? ???????????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????? ? ????????????????????????????????? ???? ???
?? ??? ???????? ??? ?? ??? ????? ??? ????????????????? ???? | ?????? & ????? Maj
Sjöwall (1935—) & Per Wahlöö (1926—1975)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? | ???
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
Make time for the things that really matter in life. Find balance and happiness in your
daily life, the Scandinavian way, with The Scandinavian Guide to Happiness! There’s a
reason Finland, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, and The Netherlands consistently rank as
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the top 5 happiest countries on earth! Find out the secrets to their happiness and
fulfillment in The Scandinavian Guide to Happiness, which shares centuries of Nordic
wisdom, including: - Lykke: Happiness is all around you (Denmark) - Lagom: Just the
right amount—not too much, not too little (Sweden) - Fika: Taking daily coffee breaks
and other comforting rituals (Sweden) - Hygge: Coziness brings comfort, courage, and
happiness (Denmark) - Sisu: Everyday courage, grit, and determination & acting
rationally in the face of adversity These basic principles will help you see how to have a
happy life without buying anything, changing yourself, or making any other crazy drastic
changes! Topics include Simplicity, Happiness, Health & Wellness, Relationships,
Nature-Inspired Living, and more. Full of inspiring, encouraging ideas—and charming
illustrations!—this thoughtful Scandinavian guide is sure to put a happy glow on your life.
Lagom: n. just the right amount, balanced, harmonious. This beautiful, fresh cookbook
offers genuine insight into how Swedes eat and cook – with recipes that fit around the
seasons, occasions, times of day, and appetite. Eating and cooking in tune with 'lagom'
means embracing food that is good for body and soul, unfussy, delicious and
sustaining, and all in harmony. The Swedes understand that balance is everything –
that you crave comforting food when a bitter wind is howling outside, that refreshing,
lighter meals suit hot, hazy days, that a mid-morning bun is good for morale, and that a
long, sociable lunch with friends and family on a Sunday is the most rewarding way to
end the weekend. There is a time and place for every kind of food, and when everything
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is in equilibrium, you will be content and satisfied. Steffi Knowles-Dellner is a Swedish
food stylist and blogger who will introduce you to the unique Swedish concepts that
encapsulate lagom, in this her debut book. From the well-known smörgåsbord table of
open sandwiches, and Fredags mys ("cosy Fridays") when hunkering down on a cosy
sofa and tucking into tacos is a must, all the way to the irresistible idea of lördagsgodis
– a single day for eating sweets to satisfy even the sweetest tooth.
??????? ???????? ?????????? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????5??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? *** ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? *** ????????????????
????????Asian Institute of Applied Buddhism? ???????????????????? http://pvfhk.org/
?????? ???????? ???(852) 2985-5281
Çok me?gul oldu?umuz bir dünyada her ?eyi biraz yava?latmak ve daha az stresli bir
hayat sürerek sevdi?imiz ?eylere daha fazla zaman ay?rmak harika olmaz m?yd??
?sveç, dünyan?n ya?anacak en mutlu yerler aras?nda ilk üçte yer al?yor ve “ne çok
fazla, ne çok az, tam karar?nda” anlam?na gelen lagom i?ten bo? vakte, aileden
yiyece?e ve di?er her konuda hayat?n her alan?nda dengeden zevk almaya dayal? bir
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felsefedir. Deneyimli a?ç?lar dokunarak yo?urduklar? hamurun lagom; ne çok ?slak ne
çok kuru oldu?unu bilirler. Ofiste, hayatlar?n?n di?er bölümlerine zarar vermeden s?k?
çal??anlar lagom idealini izlerler. Lagom, ?l?ml?l?k, denge ve e?itliktir. ?sveç ya?am
biçimini örnek olarak kullanan Niki Brantmark, hayat?n?zda ince de?i?iklikler
yapman?za yard?m etmek için anlamas? kolay öneriler ve küçük eylemler
sunmaktad?r. Böylece siz de daha önemli ?eyler için zaman ay?rabilir ve daha fazla
mutlu olabilirsiniz.
Traditional Chinese edition of the New York Times bestseller The Kinfolk Home:
Interiors for Slow Living by Nathan Williams, the bestselling author of The Kinfolk Table
and editor in chief of Kinfolk, a quarterly magazine of lifestyle. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Uncover the secrets of the Swedish philosophy of life called Lagom - meaning 'just
enough'. At its core is the idea that we can strike a healthy balance with the world
around us without having to make extreme changes, and without denying ourselves
anything.
Five people set off, and only four people came back... Oscar-winning Best Actress Reese
Weispen's favorite author, Australia's most watched thriller novel Tian Hou Zhen. (Harper
Jane) Harper follows the latest suspenseful masterpiece of Drought. The search and rescue
work at Gileland Ridge will continue tomorrow morning to find the missing 45-year-old
Melbourne hiker Alice Russell... Federal Police Foucault turned down the TV sound, and then
dialed the voice mail of his mobile phone. The message was from Alice at 4:26 in the morning.
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Called from Russell's cell phone.
Scandinavia sets the course for happiness in life again. Yesterday, we followed the trends of
the Danish hygge and, like Danes, bought candles, wrapped ourselves in woolen blankets and
tried not to deny ourselves little pleasures. But there are other recipes for happiness and long
life. Swedish lagom, Norwegian friluftsliv and Japanese Ikigai also deserve attention. Today,
hygge is being replaced by lagom, where at the head of everything is the Swedish aesthetics
of moderation. The creative director of the British magazine Lagom, Elliot Stokes, believes that
the difference between lagom and hygge is in the scale. "This is a comprehensive concept that
defines a lifetime," he explains. "It's not about finding a minute for the lagom. It is necessary to
change the attitude towards life in its entirety."Swedes are reasonable, they think well before
investing money in any purchase, are endowed with a careful attitude towards the natural
resources. They value their time and energy and do not spend it on something unnecessary. In
life, the Swedish descendants of the Vikings try to adhere to the happy medium: it's bad when
a person is missing something but having too much of something is also not good. Yes, we do
not live in Sweden, but everyone can add lagom to their lives. In this book, we will cover the
following topics: What is Lagom?, Lagom Lifestyle, and Lagom and Swedish Wellbeing.
Finally, you will be able to complete a 30-Day Lagom Challenge, bringing more and more
lagom into your life with each task you complete.
'A joy to behold' Yotam Ottolenghi Learn how to cook the Swedish way with this beautiful book
of over 100 delicious recipes. Spring picnics on the archipelago; barbecues at the summer
cabin; cosy autumnal suppers; and dark snowy winters filled with candlelight, gingerbread and
glögg - the Swedes love to celebrate every season via the food they eat. Complete with
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stunning location and food photography, and over 100 beautiful, fuss-free recipes, this
cookbook lets you in on what the Swedish call lagom . . . the art of not too little, not too much,
but just the right amount. Explore the nation's simple and balanced approach to cooking,
sample their best-loved ingredients and discover a must-try cuisine that is about far more than
just meatballs, fika and cinnamon buns . . . _________________ Inside you'll find recipes for
sunny days or cosy evenings, celebrations or nights curled up at home, such as: · POACHED
CHICKEN WITH QUICK PICKLED STRAWBERRY SALAD. The ultimate barbecue salad.
Replace the chicken with grilled halloumi cheese for a delicious vegetarian alternative. · PEAS,
POTATOES AND CHICKEN IN A POT. The one dish delight: summer comfort food that's
perfect for midweek. · MIDSUMMER MERINGUE CROWNS. The Swedes have been wearing
flower crowns since long before festival-goers discovered them. Now you can make beautiful
edible ones for parties or puddings. · PLUM TOSCA CAKE. This Swedish favourite, named
after Puccini's opera, is filled with tart plums and sweet almonds. _________________ 'I am so
ready to race home and devour these fun, effortless and beautiful recipes that just beg to be
cooked' Melissa Hemsley 'The magic of Sweden's beautiful seasons comes alive . . . a real
celebration of seasonal Swedish home cooking and tradition with Rachel's trademark
inspirational twists!' Donal Skehan
Two manuscripts in one book: Hygge: Unlock the Danish Art of Coziness and Happiness
Lagom: What You Need to Know About the Swedish Art of Living a Balanced Life
Traditional Chinese edition of Becoming: A Guided Journal for Discovering Your Voice
Step aside Hygge. Lagom is the new Scandi lifestyle trend taking the world by storm. This
delightfully illustrated book gives you the lowdown on this transformative approach to life and
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examines how the lagom ethos has helped boost Sweden to the No.10 ranking in 2017's World
Happiness Report. Lagom (pronounced 'lah-gom') has no equivalent in the English language
but is loosely translated as 'not too little, not too much, just right'. It is widely believed that the
word comes from the Viking term 'laget om', for when a mug of mead was passed around a
circle and there was just enough for everyone to get a sip. But while the anecdote may hit the
nail on the head, the true etymology of the word points to an old form of the word 'lag', which
means 'law'. Far from restrictive, lagom is a liberating concept, praising the idea that anything
more than 'just enough' is a waste of time. Crucially it also comes with a selflessness and core
belief of responsibility and common good. By living lagom you can: Live a happier and more
balanced life Reduce your environmental impact Improve your work-life balance Free your
home from clutter Enjoy good food the Swedish way Grow your own and learn to forage
Cherish the relationships with those you love
#1 New York Times bestselling author Dr. Daniel Amen reveals the seven neuroscience
secrets to becoming more than 30 percent happier in just 30 days--regardless of your age,
upbringing, genetics, or current situation. Happiness is a brain function. With a healthier brain
always comes a happier life. After studying more than 200,000 brain scans of people from 155
countries, Dr. Amen has discovered five primary brain types and seven neuroscience secrets
that influence happiness. In You, Happier, he explains them and offers practical, sciencebased strategies for optimizing your happiness. Dr. Amen will teach you how to discover your
brain type based on your personality and create happiness strategies best suited to you;
improve your overall brain health to consistently enhance your mood; protect your happiness
by distancing yourself from the "noise" in your head; and make seven simple decisions and ask
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seven daily questions to enhance your happiness. Creating consistent happiness is a daily
journey. In You, Happier, Dr. Amen walks you through neuroscience-based habits, rituals, and
choices that will boost your mood and help you live each day with clearly defined values,
purpose, and goals.
??????????????? ??????50?????13????????? ??????????
????????????????????Vogue???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????????……
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????????????????????????

Chinese translation of the first Harry Potter book.
??????????????????? ????????????? ?????????T?????????????????
?????????????????????????…… ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????…… ???????????????????????????????????????????????——?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????! ?
???????????????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????????? ???? ??? ?? ??? ???????? ??? ?? ???
????? ??? ????????????????? ???? | ?????? & ????? Maj Sjöwall (1935—) & Per
Wahlöö (1926—1975)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? |
??? ????????????????????De Paul????????
????????Y?????????????????????????????
Discover contemporary interiors inspired by natural landscapes. Modern pastoral
interiors are about embracing the pared-back lifestyle of living in the country,
taking nature as the main point of inspiration. Use colors, textures, and details to
create a home in which to unwind--a retreat from the rest of the world. Niki
Brantmark explores various takes on this simple, informal style. Chapter 1,
Graphical, explores a look that is striking, reminiscent of weather-beaten
landscapes: think whitewashed ceilings, rugged stone surfaces, and striking
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black features, softened by cozy soft furnishings and fresh plants and flowers. In
chapter 2, Forest, the interiors are filled with exposed wood throughout,
combined with traditional patterns and features, such as log burners and woven
rugs--while Homestead style in chapter 3 introduces warmer hues, featuring
painted wood and creamy, light browns in textiles, furniture, and collectibles. The
final chapter, Waterside, brings to mind calm lakes and babbling streams, where
rooms are filled with light, and gentle blue and gray shades pervade.
Photographed in homes across Scandinavia and the United States, all evoke an
ideal, rural life, adapted to modern living.
Inspired by nature, these beautiful interiors show how you can bring the natural
world into your home whether you live in the country or the city. Relaxed rustic
interiors are about embracing the pared-back lifestyle of living in the country,
taking nature as the main point of inspiration. Use colors, textures, and details to
create a home in which to unwind—a retreat from the rest of the world. Niki
Brantmark explores various takes on this simple, informal style. The graphical
look is striking, reminiscent of exposed landscapes: think whitewashed ceilings,
rugged stone surfaces, and striking black features, softened by cozy soft
furnishings and fresh plants and flowers. Savanna style introduces warmer hues,
featuring painted wood and reds, oranges, and browns in textiles, furniture, and
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collectibles. Nordic interiors take in the best of the Scandinavian landscape—clean
white backdrops against sleek designs—while those inspired by forest and
mountain streams are filled with rich, deep greens and blues, combined with
traditional patterns and features, such as log burners, wood paneling, and woven
rugs. The stunning photography for this book takes in locations across
Scandinavia and the United States, and all evoke an ideal, rural life, adapted to
modern living.
If you have tried everything imaginable, but have never been able to lead a
balanced, happy life, then this could be one of the most important books you
have read in years. Are you looking for a simple way to get more happiness in life
no matter how hard things may seem for you right now? Have you heard of
Lagom and its great benefits, but still can't figure out how to leverage it to find the
kind of balance that creates happiness and sustainable living? Inside this book,
Marie Lynggaard explains how you can start living a simplified, uncluttered,
stress-free and more meaningful life by embracing Lagom. This guide is written
to provide helpful and practical tips for finding your inner Lagom and regaining
control of your life to make time for the most important things. Within the pages of
this book, you will discover how to find a balance between calm and pressure,
and changing the world around you without making drastic changes. In this fastPage 16/25
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paced world, a lot of people are looking for ways to slow down and enjoy life with
less pressure, and less stress. This Scandinavian lifestyle called Lagom, which is
loosely translated as 'not too little, not too much, just right' is key for having more
time for everything you enjoy and mastering the art of balanced living. Here is a
preview of what you will discover inside this book: What Lagom is, its history, its
benefits, and principles for balanced living Specific ways you can find your inner
Lagom and embrace it in your everyday life Adding Lagom into your home life
and office routines The only things you need to incorporate Lagom into your
fashion sense and parenting style A unique section, covering how you can
incorporate Lagom into your diet And much more... It doesn't matter how messy
or chaotic your life is right now, you will cultivate healthier habits, declutter your
life and improve your relationships once you start taking advantage of the
information in this book.
If You Want To Discover The Secret Of Happiness And Bring Balance Into Your
Life... Read On! Would you like to make your home a comforting, relaxing,
friendly place? Do you want to break the crazy cycle of dieting and overeating,
procrastination and overworking, and finally find moderation? Are you trying to
lead a life that's cozy, mindful, and low-stress... but keep falling off the wagon?
Well, the Scandinavians are here to help you. The Vikings may have loved
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battles and dangerous adventures, but their descendants seem to have mastered
the art of cozy happiness. Denmark is the world's happiest country, with Norway,
Iceland, and Sweden close by. What is it that makes Scandinavians so happy?
It's their lifestyle, which emphasizes well-being, mindfulness, and moderation.
Two key Scandinavian lifestyle concepts are hygge and lagom. The Danish
concept of hygge is all about creating an environment that's cozy, relaxing, and
comforting - like a hug (yes, the words hygge and hug are probably related!).
While hygge is more focused on creating a cozy home, lagom is more about your
attitude to doing things. Not too much, not too little, just right. Take coffee breaks
(known in Swedish as fika). Put together a capsule wardrobe and never struggle
with having too many clothes. Practice small acts of kindness while not forgetting
about self-care. If all of this sounds nice but you're not sure how to make this
work in your life... read this book! Here's what you'll discover: How to create
hygge in your home: a step-by-step guide Practical strategies to make hygge a
part of your daily routine The art of hygge cooking How to introduce lagom into
your home, work, and family And much more! This book is filled with practical tips
that go beyond stereotypical advice about warm socks and candles. It will show
you everyday routines that will make your life hygge and help you find balance
even when life gets tough. Make your life cozy and balanced. Start now. Scroll
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up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
Are you feeling overwhelmed by all that’s involved in self-publishing your book?
Being an indie author should be a delight, not a drudgery. Indie With Ease
demonstrates how a blend of clear purpose and steady pragmatism will enable
you to thrive as an independent publisher. Through simple self-care techniques
and a few mindset secrets, you’ll maximize motivation and minimize author
anxiety. With a down-to-earth blend of inspiration and practical steps, you will: Know yourself and your unique writing style. - Set authentic, long-term writing
goals. - Nurture your creativity and protect your well-being. - Maximize your
energy and work at a pace you can sustain. - Limit your marketing to what really
works. - Prioritize key tasks and ignore distractions. - Dodge the most common
pitfalls for independent authors. For a little extra inspiration, you will also find: Contributions and advice from over a dozen experienced indie authors. - Bonus
resources: checklists, templates, and trackers to jump start your daily routine.
Indie with Ease is your essential guide to well-being, productivity and serenity as
an indie author. Get it today!
If you have tried everything imaginable, but have never been able to lead a
balanced, happy life, then this could be one of the most important books you
have read in years. Are you looking for a simple way to get more happiness in life
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no matter how hard things may seem for you right now? Have you heard of
Lagom and its great benefits, but still can't figure out how to leverage it to find the
kind of balance that creates happiness and sustainable living? ??? Buy the
Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for FREE ???
Inside this book, Marie Lynggaard explains how you can start living a simplified,
uncluttered, stress-free and more meaningful life by embracing Lagom. This
guide is written to provide helpful and practical tips for finding your inner Lagom
and regaining control of your life to make time for the most important things.
Within the pages of this book, you will discover how to find a balance between
calm and pressure, and changing the world around you without making drastic
changes. In this fast-paced world, a lot of people are looking for ways to slow
down and enjoy life with less pressure, and less stress. This Scandinavian
lifestyle called Lagom, which is loosely translated as 'not too little, not too much,
just right' is key for having more time for everything you enjoy and mastering the
art of balanced living. Here is a preview of what you will discover inside this book:
What Lagom is, its history, its benefits, and principles for balanced living Specific
ways you can find your inner Lagom and embrace it in your everyday life Adding
Lagom into your home life and office routines The only things you need to
incorporate Lagom into your fashion sense and parenting style A unique section,
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covering how you can incorporate Lagom into your diet And much more... It
doesn't matter how messy or chaotic your life is right now, you will cultivate
healthier habits, declutter your life and improve your relationships once you start
taking advantage of the information in this book. ? Scroll to the Top and Click the
"Buy Now with 1-Click" Button ?
Discover classic and contemporary Scandinavian style. Scandinavia is famous
for its distinctive style: homes are pared-back and simple, and form and function
are combined to create aesthetically pleasing and practical interiors.
Scandinavians are inspired by light, having an abundance of it in summer but so
little of it in winter, and house designs tend to maximize the amount of natural
light that enters the home, and allow the inhabitants to make the most of outdoor
life during the summer. Similarly, nature and the weather are major influences:
homes are made warm and cozy for the freezing winter monthsâ€”not just
literally with log burners, but also through incorporating wood and natural
materials.Â The Scandinavian Home showcases a wide range of these beautiful
homes. The first chapter, City Dwellings, features sharp, modern apartments and
smart townhouses.Â Country Homes shows the Scandinavian take on country
style with laid-back, bohemian homes. Finally, the Summer and Winter Retreats
include coastal cottages, an allotment house, and log cabins.
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CultureShock! Sweden contains all the essential tips and advice you will need to
establish your niche in a country that is home to some of the last remaining
wildernesses in the world. Discover how the ideas of lagom (just enough) and
trygghet (security) contribute to the making of the Swedish character and why a
Swede is reserved, quiet and fastidious about punctuality. In addition, find out
more about the Swedish art of toasting and why leisure time is valued. Packed
full of information for day-to-day living, at home and in the office, this guide will
help you to find your unique place in the country of the Dala horse and Gamla
Stan. CultureShock! Sweden is the definitive guide that will help you fit into the
country and before long, you will be throwing your very own surströmming and
crayfish parties.
???????????????????????????????????•??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Lagom has been described by Elle as 'the more sustainable and enjoyable
lifestyle we'll all be wanting in 2017'. Live Lagom is a practical lifestyle guide
based on the Swedish philosophy of Lagom. Meaning "just the right amount", the
concept can be applied to every aspect of your life and promotes balance. At a
time when we are all concerned with saving money, feeling less stressed, acting
more consciously towards our environment as well as creating our ideal homes
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and careers, Lagom offers an insight into how one of the happiest and most
satisfied countries and cultures achieves this balance in day to day life. With
chapters covering Home, Work and Health, the practice of Lagom is explained in
traditional and practical terms, and includes advice and tips on how to find your
happy medium. This is the book to make you enjoy the moment, and not only
accept what you already have but also to make the most of it.
?? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 46.42 instead of $ 29.95 ?? If you wish to
discover a stunning sense of happiness and well-being, then Hygge & Lagom is
for you... Two manuscripts in one book: Hygge: How To Enjoy Life's Simple
Pleasures And Live Cozily by Discovering The Danish Art Of Happiness Lagom:
Life is Worth More Than Anything You Can Buy in a Store, The Swedish Secrets
to Happy Living This book provides an in-depth explanation of the Hygge &
Lagom lifestyle, as well as numerous bits of practical advice on how to practice
Hygge & Lagom every day. Your Customers will never stop to use this book
Some of the topics covered in part 1 of this book include: A thorough grounding
in the Danish art of hygge, the lifestyle equivalent of embracing a hug from the
inside out The eight ways to incorporate practical aspects of hygge into every
part of your daily life, from hearth and home to food and crafts Why living your life
in a constant rush and stress - even if it feels materially lucrative is not the path to
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ultimate happiness. Instead, engage with the simple things in life with gratitude
and pleasure. How to foster a sense of cozy happiness throughout the year, with
simple ideas for each season and holiday Learning to embrace the homemade
and the found, creating thoughtful gifts and meaningful interactions in every
aspect of your life And much more... Some of the topics covered in part 2 of this
book include: What is lagom, and why is it important? Some of the benefits that
come with using Lagom How to implement lagom into your home and your work
life Can you add lagom to your holiday celebration? Adding lagom into your
parenting style, into your relationship with others, and even into romantic
relationships How lagom can help you to eat right, get enough activity, and feel
happier Ways that you can use lagom to help you save money and work on
improving your finances And much, much more... Buy it NOW and let your
customers get addicted to this amazing book.
In a fast-paced world, wouldn’t it be wonderful if you could slow down and enjoy
a life with less pressure, less stress, and more time for the things you love?
Sweden is ranked in the top three of the world’s happiest places to live, and
lagom, which means “not too much and not too little—just right,” is the Swedish
philosophy for enjoying balance in every aspect of life—from work and leisure to
family and food, and everything in between. Experienced bakers know by touch
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when the dough they are kneading is lagom—not too moist and not too dry. At the
office, professionals who work hard—but not to the detriment of other parts of their
lives—are following the lagom ideal. Lagom is moderation, balance, and equality.
By using the Swedish lifestyle as an example, Niki Brantmark offers insightful
suggestions and bite-sized actions to help you make subtle changes to your life,
so you too can make time for the things that matter most and find greater
happiness.
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